Jasper and Joop

Just because ducks are different doesn’t mean that they can’t be great friends! Jasper and Joop have nearly nothing in common except the joy they find in spending time together. They even appear to be different breeds. One is clean. One is messy. One is adventurous. One likes to play it safe. They don’t care. Japer and Joop prove that understanding is what makes a friendship great and they make room for their differences in the relationship and without judgement.

This is a great book about how ducks and people can be friends in spite and sometimes because of differences. What really needs to happen is for them to be understanding and supportive of the different interests and approaches that sometimes keep good people apart. Why judge when you can play? The illustration are absolutely adorable! The ducks have tremendous personality and the artwork lends itself to the youth and humor of the book by using bright colors and soft curving lines for the main characters. Definitely a recommended read!